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Transactions

When Dr. Berne
separated the Parent
from the Adult ego
state, then pontifications of the schools of
psychotherapy, the
dogmas and indoctrina
-tions of the castles of
psychopathology could
be recognized for what
they were, fixed opinions.
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Freedom Diagram
Reference for this
diagram is the OK
Corral: Grid for
What’s Happening

There are four kinds
of social operations:
Get-Away-From,
Get-On-With,
Get-Nowhere-With,
Get-Rid-Of.

When we see and hear
the word “transactions”
most people think of give
and take, a quid pro quo.
And it is. It is used in
money, business, in banking, in conversations, in
how people play with each
other, freedom, slavery,
life; everything we do.
The dictionary defines
“Transaction”: 1. a transacting or being transacted.
2. something transacted;
specifically, a) a piece of
business; deal. b) a record
of the proceedings of a
society, convention, etc.,
especially a published one.
“Transact” = to drive or
thrust through, settle, to
carry on, perform, conduct,
or complete (business, etc.)
To do business or a piece
of business, negotiate.
“Transactional” = having to
do with transacting or a
transaction.

slavery, God, etc. Generally
the proper term would be
“analysis.” We analyze
data, historical records,
numbers, child behavior,
nations, neighborhoods,
government.
Eric Berne, M.D. wrote
his best seller book titled
“Transactional Analysis in
Psychotherapy, A Systematic Individual and Social
Psychotherapy.” He wrote it
in plain English (since
translated into many foreign languages) to be understood by vast numbers
of literate people and yet
compelling to professional
and academics, too. Berne
presented his ideas with a
chalk board and drew a
simple diagram. The three
stacked circles show that
each person has an Adult,
a Child, and a Parent in
themselves.

The inspection or look at
transactions has been written on extensively. The
archeology of ancient civilizations reveal records of
the conduct of societies: in
business, marriages,
births, property, war,
peace, judicial decisions,
governments, freedom,

Berne then showed
what happens when two
sets of stacked circle are
placed side by side. People
transact with each other :
talk, listen, teach, play,
discipline, nurture.

These new ideas and
way of presenting old ideas
scared (the . . . out of the)
“da boyz” and “girlz.” The
“chief” of AGPA wrote
threatening/published
reports of same; mailed the
threats around; gave out
instructions to eradicate
(from his scared point of
view) those who were not,
would not abide by his
agenda/plan.
These ideas, diagrams,
simplicity of language still
scares (the . . . out of the)
“da boyz and girlz.” Eric
Berne’s plain language and
use of diagrams reveals
what’s happening; reveal
what “da boyz” and “girlz”
never ever want to give
away about themselves
ever again.

Strong Parent instead of Situational Ethics
In the last issue of this
newsletter the topic of situational ethics, termites,
negites was introduced.
Dad wrote about this in his
1988 open letter “Freedom
Theory Letter” sent to a
large group of people he
and I were associated with.
In “Our Letter” this topic
was also discussed.

Many people go to great
lengths to hide, disguise
the fact that they do not
have a strong Parent in
themselves. Situational
ethics are group dependent. The organized ones
have support groups: that
beat down independent
thinking and actions,
praise up the group instruc-

tions that are carried out.
Tweeting, texting, use of
mobile telephones today
makes it much easier to
call up another person, to
transact.
However,
“termites” still have their
get togethers.
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Special points of
Interest:
A person's internal
PARENT is the organ
holding ones personal
values, ethics, principles and is the basis
for forming personal
judgments. The Parent defines what's
good for the person
and what's not. It
protects and fosters
the integrity of the
person and valued
others (family):social,
environmental, physical, nutritional, and
educational.
A person's ADULT is
the organ of reasoning.
A person's CHILD is
the collection of childhood experiences, the
basis of one's ongoing
emotional life. Your
Child is inventive,
imaginative.
(E Berne)
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“Freedom Theory Letter” continued from TM Letter V.1, No.9
Personal
PARENT

Adult

Child

A person's internal PARENT is the organ holding ones personal values, ethics,
principles and is the basis for forming
personal judgments. The Parent defines
what's good for the person and what's not.
It protects and fosters the integrity of the
person and valued others (family) - social,
environmental, physical, nutritional, and
educational.
A person's ADULT is the organ of reasoning.
A person's CHILD is the collection of
childhood experiences, the basis of one's
ongoing emotional life. Your Child is inventive, imaginative. (E Berne)

“Personal judgment” is a product
of personal Parent AND Adult.
Each person is
genetically endowed at
birth with the equipment
to become "a
freestanding person."
Freedom for the
individual comes from
the maturing ability to
become a selfdisciplining person, one
in charge of AND
responsible for his own
actions. Freedom is in
the ability to be a selfregulating, mutuallyrespecting unit in a
society. Freedom
survives when those in
the society are both SELF
-GOVERNING AND
MUTUALLY
ACCOMODATING.
In a word, FREEDOM
AND LIBERTY prevail as
a result of certain
behavioral qualities
reliably continuing in the
individual personalities of
the free. Liberty prevails
when the free don't take
liberties with their
freedoms.
Freedom is in the
state of mind AND in the
set of behaviors of the
person. Behavior is
accountable. Thus, it
becomes useful to
understand the behavior
of the individual. From
this, we also gain a
picture of the defects in
the personalities of the
oppressors around us, in
our ranks and in our
families.

“Freedom Theory Letter”
continued, by FH Ernst Jr., M.D.

flaging the Bureaucracy intent
(the hidden agenda) and allegiance.
Any "objectivity", "for scientific purposes", by the
"situational personality" is
suspect. It is unreliable because of its accessibility, vulnerability to "peer pressure" (blackmail and threats)
from fellow bureaucrats in the
syncytium in which he lives (eg,
Union Concerned Scientists).
For purposes of the total
bureaucracy the PERSONAL
PARENT IS THE ENEMY. Some
negite groups are quite explicit
about this anti-Parent program.
They train in defined procedures called "Parent Shrinkers." These are to "soften up",
charm, disarm, discourage
AND disconnect (from realistic
behavior) the personal Parent
in the self-governing. Where
can you see these "situational
personalities" using their
"Parent shrinkers?" Go to a Bay
Area City Council meeting.
The Adult and Child of the
negite (termite) unit, although

The Bureaucracy goal in all
this is to have dependable,
malleably responsive units. It
needs units who will do what
they are told when they are
told. Prior to an Invisible Bureaucracy gaining total control
over the populace, it is necessary for the units to be
able to live among the
members AND IN THE
FAMILIES of the Society
which the Bureaucracy
intends to take over.
Therefore, another aspect is to provide incenAdult
tives to its units to become adept at concealing their invalidation of
themselves from their
Child
friends and family; become skilled at camou-

presenting some definable aspects are little different from
those of the self-governing person's. Suffice it to say, a lot of
grown-up (Adult) computer time
& "circuits" are taken up just
keeping their (8 to 10 year old
Childhood based) pretend programs on-line for looking "cool"
and running their plausible
justifications and justifiable
plausiblities: A Child running a
grown-up's life.
The Total Bureaucracies do
not like this Parent-Adult-Child
diagram or any of the 6 or 7
other tested and standardized
diagramatic ways of presenting the human condition and
behavior. Why not? Because
these improve the chances of
the self-governing remaining
self-governing. The ability to
sort and classify behavior helps
individuals to be better in
charge of themselves AND to
keep track of what's coming at
them.
Continued on page 4

In the case of the "Situational Personality" the personal PARENT has been replaced by the "SituationalCommittee" PARENT and its "Situational" ethics, values
& instructions. (& "peer review")
In the background, extensive "committee work" has
gone into preparation of the unit, (deactivating personal
value after personal value) and a regular testing program
implemented to make sure those personality elements
are not coming back to life.
DIAGNOSTIC of the situational personality:
No Personal Parent. Self-rekidding is active.
Independent decisions are impossible.

California and the USA.
Early in September, 2010 a
San Francisco gas utility line
blew up in a residential
neighborhood of San Bruno,
California. Helicopter news
crews were all over it within
minutes of the explosion. An
entire neighborhood is toast,
seven people confirmed dead,
many others severely burned.
Revelations afterward: 36”
diameter steel pipe, 386 psi
gas pressure, adjacent to water
mains and sewer line; all run-

ning through a residential
neighborhood. City “upgraded”
the sewer line two years before
using risky construction methods. Residents were not aware
of the high pressure line nor of
its size. Ability to shut-off gas
flow from a valve 25+ miles
away to south and unknown
miles to north. Gas burned for
about 1.5 hours. No water pressure within a quarter mile. One
of those toasted worked high
up in gas company organiza-

tion. Neighbors complained to
authorities and gas company
weeks before the event about
smelling gas. Criminal?
California government is
facing a “crisis.” There is no
budget. Contractors and suppliers have not been paid for services rendered during the summer. School food suppliers,
assisted living centers, others.
Conflicting, inconsistent policy,
ignorance of constitutional imperative. Mixed stories of who
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is and isn’t receiving money. Is
the recent “tradition” of operating without a budget in California by design. Constitutionally
budgets are to be in place early
in the summer. Where are the
courts in all this? On vacation?
Out to lunch?
USA Congressional leaders
recently went home without a
passed balanced “budget.”
There is NO budget. Continuing
resolutions. I doubt that elected
representatives have been allowed to see budget proposals
by leadership. This seems to be
by design. Is the “leadership”
holding out? Office of Management and Budget sure knows
what’s going on. Constitutional
government? By Who? for Who?
The unions of government employees? This systemic crisis
reminds me of the Soviet government and the Peoples Republic of China.
Marijuana use and production is on the ballot in California
this November. Question: to be
a narco-state or not? Medical
marijuana use and sales are
“allowed” in California for “not-

OK people.” You need a card
(excuse) from a doctor for this
status, otherwise known as a
prescription. The new marijuana law would allow unrestricted use and growing of
marijuana in California. Oh
sure, “they” say that tax receipts would go up to pay for
more (controls, regulations,
gov’t (union) employees).
Is California competing with
other narco-states (Columbia,
Mexico, Afghanistan) to be
number one? If this thing
passes will the US gov’t be
able to better justify its police
state apparatus and peer into
the lives of Californians more
than now under the Patriot
Act? Totalitarian Voyerism?
Underworld Games?
Real legislation is absent in
Washington, DC. Thousand
page bills appear to be the
norm. Public and Congressional review is not allowed,
minimized. Speaker and president agree its better to “get
the darn thing passed now, for
the sake of accomplishing
something and then find out

what’s in it later.” “Health Care
Bill?” What was that all about?
Discovered was a provision
dealing with filing of Federal
1099 Tax Forms for any and all
$ dollar transactions exceeding
$600 in the “Health Care Bill.”
AND I do mean everything: personal, private, business, banking, construction, agriculture,
schooling, cars/trucks, parts,
labor, medicine, and on and on;
cumulatively in a year, too. This
is another “totalitarian” burden
on free people who are already
shouldering the massive debt
burdens of unresponsive, irresponsible government. Employee union medical/pension
funds? Social Security? Medicare?
Many of the controlling elitist
politicians are from the San
Francisco, California area. Do
they have intact personality
structures; are they totally dependent on their groups? It
does not appear that they can
think for themselves.

Ephesians 4:11-24

causes growth of the body for
the edifying of itself in love.
17This I say, therefore, and testify in the Lord, that you should
no longer walk as the rest of
the Gentiles walk, in the futility
of their mind, 18having their
understanding darkened, being
alienated from the life of God,
because of the ignorance that
is in them, because of the blindness of their heart; 19who, being past feeling, have given
themselves over to lewdness, to
work all uncleanness with
greediness.
20But you have not so learned
Christ, 21if indeed you have
heard Him and have been
taught by Him, as the truth is in
Jesus: 22that you put off, concerning your former conduct,
the old man which grows corrupt according to the deceitful
lusts, 23and be renewed in the
spirit of your mind, 24and that
you put on the new man which
was created according to God,
in true righteousness and holiness.

Stay tuned.

Ephesians
Paul’s letter to the Ephesians
Ephesians 3:1-7
. . . He (Jesus Christ) made
known to me (Paul) the mystery
(as I have briefly written already, 4by which, when you
read, you may understand my
knowledge in the mystery of
Christ), 5which in other ages
was not made known to the
sons of men, as it has now
been revealed by the Spirit to
His holy apostles and prophets: 6that the Gentiles should
be fellow heirs, of the same
body, and partakers of His
promise in Christ through the
gospel, 7of which I became a
minister according to the gift of
the grace of God given to me by
the effective working of His
power.

11And

He Himself gave
some to be apostles, some
prophets, some evangelists,
and some pastors and teachers, 12for the equipping of the
saints for the work of ministry,
for the edifying of the body of
Christ, 13till we all come to the
unity of the faith and of the
knowledge of the Son of God,
to a perfect man, to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ; 14that we
should no longer be children,
tossed to and fro and carried
about with every wind of doctrine, by the trickery of men, in
the cunning craftiness of deceitful plotting, 15but, speaking
the truth in love, may grow up
in all things into Him who is
the head—Christ—16from whom
the whole body, joined and
knit together by what every
joint supplies, according to the
effective working by which
every part does its share,
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Paul’s letter to the
Corinthians.
2 Cor. 9:8
8And

God is able to
make all grace
abound toward you,
that you, always
having all sufficiency
in all things, may
have an abundance
for every good work.

“stand alone lacking
nothing”
In contrast,
Termites, in becoming
termites are led to
engage in acts of
“mutually assured
destructive”
mutilations of each
others’ parts. The
result is that the
individual becomes
impotent in terms of
being able to “stand
alone lacking
nothing.” (See Paul, II
Cor, 9:8.) He has
become mentally
defective in the ability
to make authentic
personal judgments
and personal
compromises.
Personal judgments
and personal
compromises both
require an intact
personal Parent. For
the termite matters of
“judgment” require a
committee. To make
an ethical judgment
in the case of another
person will instead
require a, the
“opinion of a
bioethicist.”
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“Mastery of the universe is
proportional to the symbols
man has by which to represent
his universe.”
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ON THE

COUNCIL ON FOREIGN
RELATIONS: No clinical evidence that members have
self-governing personalities.
Dole and Bush ("former" CFR)
backed by the Council on
Foreign Relations. More information on the CFR? Read
Murray Rothbard. Heard of
Phoebe Courtney's book
"Why Not Call It Treason?"
Council on Foreign Relations:
architect freedom's downfall
in the USA if that Bureaucracy's plans come to pass.
CFR: members malleable,
obedient, "cool", acting as
one gigantic well coordinated (bureaucracy) body.
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Council On Foreign Relations: 80% plus controlling of
our TV programming and
content NOW. CFR intent on a
One World paper Currency!
Noticed the absence of
GOLD QUOTES on radio and
TV last 3 months (CFR orders?).
Council Foreign Relations staffing our US State Dept
and directing its course more
than 40 years. CFR: Howard
Baker, James Baker, George
Bush, George Shultz,
Stephen Solarz, the great
"situationalist" Chester
Crocker, Elliott Abrams, Lawrence Tisch (Chm CBS), Dan
Rather, Paul Volcker, Alan
Greenspan, Teddy Kennedy
(Boston Affiliate), John C.
Whitehead.
Council on Foreign Relations
- about 2,250 members; controlling among themselves a
trillion dollars in assets and
funds including Chairman of
the Board, big brother David's
direction of his family's assets
& family dominated and directed trusts, estimated $300
billion. CFR: Duane Orville
Andreas, favorite of Gorbachev, since Armand Hammer
has gotten into his 90s. Have
you read "The Rockefeller
File", Gary Allen? "Red Carpet", Joseph Finder?

"Trilateral Commission?" Big
Brother David's brainchild.
Overlapping membership with
CFR.
Heard about nephew Harvey Rockefeller's caper in
Australia, setting up the still
non-legal plastic identification
card system and "National
Computer Center" out of Canberra for almost total citizen
surveillance? Didn't he persuade the Australians to bankroll his operation there for $2
billion plus? In Perth, a video
camera downtown, 885 feet
up in the air! "For area surveillance?" David tried to get a
"little" free downtown real
estate out of Diane Feinstein's San Francisco, until
voters of SF turned it back in
1987.
If you are going to take over
a gigantic enterprise like the
USA, it has to be done
smoothly and carefully. Rile
and aim "rioting" recruits at
the freedom fighters. Avoid
criticism of present dictatorships backing your own goals.
Blackball and name call wherever people are still free or
coming back into freedom.
Pinochet and freedom in
Chile? Send your Ambassador
Barnes and Roumanian-KGB
"lovenest" wife down there to
Chile to agitate against freedom and democracy. PINOCHET is doing A GOOD JOB
FOR the CHILEANS AND
against the Soviet supplied
Communists there; this is
CONTRARY TO CFR GOALS
AND OBJECTIVES.
When you plan to take over
a gigantic enterprise like the
USA, have the personnel of
your Invisible Bureaucracy
staff both sides of any social
divisions, be in leadership on
both "sides of the aisle", ie
keep "the party of incumbency" in office.
Current handling of AIDS is
a classic example of divide
and conquer, of the FOUR
HANDED GAME "Let's-YouAnd-Him-Fight" (see “Games
People Play”, by Berne). AIDS
as political and civil rights vs

AIDS a public health matter. 4
handed? Two parties fighting, one on-site, coat-holding
promoter and 4th - the out-ofsight "producer."
If you can't get somebody
down and make it look like he
did it to himself, then get a
horse to roll over him in front
of an "audience." Some trick!
If he still gets back up on his
own, don't let him up, carry
him off in a helicopter and out
of sight.
Or stage a "spontaneous
riot" of 250 - 400 at midnight
some Saturday to roll over
him. Call out the City's entire
police force, plus CHP, plus
City riot squad. Then using
"riot control measures", aim it
in the direction of a known
freedom fighter:
2/06/88,Vallejo City Park.
Riot unreported, "non-news",
by local CFR controlled paper
which did have personnel on
the scene. Mayor (our local inresidence "Boy from New
York")? No comment when
brought up at "Community
Forum." One City Council
member surprised to learn
about it.
Vallejo City Council 6:1.
CFR's Baldridge made sure
Toshiba got the deep submarine silencing technology to
sell to the Russians, but then
must have balked at some
further orders so he got his
now famous last ride on that
horse in Contra Costa County.
The former chairman of the
CFR's super-secret "US-USSR
Trade & Economic Council",
C. William Verity, a man more
skilled at technology transfer
and perhaps better motivated
than Baldridge, is now in the
saddle at Dept of Commerce.
With CFR's omni-present John
C. Whitehead, now Deputy
Director of the State Department, "helping" in Congress
and NATO hearings, Verity's
technology transfers to the
Soviets are going better &
better, Insight 2/15/88. You
really think Pentagon's Carlucci will object?
To be continued

